Dissolutive wetting, i.e. dynamic wetting of a liquid droplet on dissolvable substrates, has been studied by molecular dynamics simulations. In dissolutive wetting, geometry and properties of the solid-liquid interface evolve with the solid dissolving into the droplet, meanwhile the droplet spreads on the receding solid surfaces. The droplets advance on dissolvable substrate following different dynamic laws, compared with spreading on non-dissolutive substrate. Based on molecular kinetic theory, we develop a theoretical model to reveal physical mechanisms behind the dissolutive wetting phenomena. We also find that solid particles are pulled by their hydration shells to dissolve into liquid, changing the flow field, the atomic structure and the hydrogen bond network in the droplet. Our findings may help to comprehend the dynamics of dissolutive wetting and assist future design in practical applications.
INTRODUCTION
Dissolutive wetting, i.e. dynamic wetting of liquids on dissolvable solid surfaces, is a subject of significant interest in a broad class of natural and industrial processes, such as weathering of materials, 1-2 alloy formation, 3 -5 erosion, 6-8 drug release, 9-11 biomedicine, 12-13 self-propelling, [14] [15] [16] amongst other. [17] [18] To utilize dissolutive wetting in practical applications, the researchers have made efforts to explore and comprehend the dynamic dissolving behaviors. 3, 12, [19] [20] [21] Recently, the very interesting works of utilizing the combination of "dissolvable wetting" and "coffee ring" to form surface structures have been approached experimentally. [22] [23] However, owing to the complexity of the coupling between the dissolution and the fluid flow, dynamics of dissolutive wetting is still far from being well understood. 
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Wetting dynamics of liquids on inert solids has been well studied ( Figure 1b) . [24] [25] The liquid behaviors are governed by balance between driving energies (interface energies, gravity, electric field, etc.) and energy dissipation (viscous resistance, molecular friction, inertia, etc.) in the vicinity of the triple phase region. [26] [27] [28] Dynamic properties of a wetting system could be characterized by the scaling exponent n, with spreading radius n R t ∝ , where t is the spreading time. 24 For examples: when driving force is surface tension and viscous resistance dissipates, n=1/10, known as Tanner's law; 29 surface tension versus molecular friction (see Theoretical
Analysis -Molecular kinetic theory) leads to n=1/7; 30 n varies from 0 to about 0.25 according to the electric field in electrowetting. 26 However, scaling laws of dissolutive wetting, i.e. the general dynamic properties, are far from well understood.
In dissolutive wetting (Figure 1c ), controlled by dissolving and interface energies, 31 the solid dissolves into the interface liquid and diffuses towards the bulk liquid, changing the liquid and interface properties, i.e. viscosity, interface energies and etc. In the meantime, geometry of the solid-liquid interface evolves and the droplet spreads on the receding solid surface. In order to apply dissolutive wetting in the application fields of energy, health, geology, etc., understandings of dynamics of dissolutive wetting are necessary.
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In this article, dynamics of droplets on dissolvable solid surfaces has been studied using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Driven by the interface and dissolving energies, liquid with evolving properties advanced on receding solid boundary. Based on molecular kinetic theory (MKT), we analyzed the dynamics and the physical mechanisms in the wetting processes.
Then, the details, i.e. hydration, flow field, pair distribution function (PDF), hydrogen bonds and etc., are revealed at the atomic level. Our findings may expand our knowledge of dynamics of dissolutive wetting and assist the future design in practical applications.
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METHODOLOGY
Large-scale MD simulations are carried out to explore dissolutive wettings using LAMMPS. 32 The simulation domain is illustrated in Figure 1 : a liquid droplet with initial radius If the substrate is non-dissolvable, the droplet spreads on a smooth solid surface (Figure 1b) . If the substrate is dissolvable, the liquid spreads and erodes the solid surface, whilst the solid dissolves into the liquid (Figure 1c ). The liquid above and below the solid surface are roughly For a solid particle at the solid-liquid interface, it feels attractions from both the surrounding liquid molecules and solid particles. If the total attraction force from the liquid is smaller than that from the solid, this solid particle is inert. If the total attraction force from the liquid is larger than that from the solid, this solid particle dissolves into liquid. These attraction forces from the liquid and solid depend on SL ε and SS ε , respectively. Since the solid-liquid (SL) interaction SL ε is fixed, dissolubility of the solid is controlled by the solid-solid interaction = SS SL ε ε ε . When ε ≫1, the solid is non-dissolutive; when ε~1, the solid is dissolutive. The smaller ε is, the higher the solid dissolubility is.
When changes of temperature T and pressure P could be neglected (just like cases in our simulations), the dissolving energy equals to chemical potential per unit area, i.e. variation of Gibbs free energy per unit area when one solid particle dissolves into the liquid. So, the unit of G is J/m^2. Golay method 37 has been used to filter the thermal fluctuations. 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS Molecular kinetic theory (MKT)
. 38 In Figure 3 , the advancing of the contact line obeys the power law of r~τ 1/7 in non-dissolutive wetting, which is validated by previous simulations and 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 10 experiments. 30 The scaling exponents of the dissolutive spreading range from about 1/10 to 1/7.
To uncover the physical mechanisms of dissolutive wetting, we employ MKT to analyze the scaling laws. For a liquid molecule jumps between two adsorption sites separated by a distance λ with an equilibrium frequency 0 κ , the spreading velocity follows
where w is the driving work, k B the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature. The adsorption and desorption of liquid molecules on adsorption sites dissipates energy, which is termed as molecular friction 
which means spreading velocity is proportional to the driving work, and negative proportional to the viscosity. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 . Because the constant terms do not contribute to the scaling analysis, some of them could be neglected in Equation (2) . Therefore,
Geometric relations. On one hand, the droplet volume V increases with the dissolved particles 
= 3 6 
Scaling laws. Substituting geometric, physical and chemical conditions into Equation (1), we obtained the governing equation: , the scaling exponent varies between -3/7 and -1/7, and the curve before the equilibrium state can be fitted using the present scaling law.
2) In dissolutive wetting, we vary the physical quantities
take account of possibilities in the studied systems, [40] [41] and numerically solve Equation 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 ≈ ∝ , the scaling exponent varies between -α and -3α, which is also confirmed by our simulations.
3) If the dissolving energy G is much larger than the interface energies, which is not the case in our simulations, Equation (4) could be simplified to the form: hydration shells attract and get in touch with each other through hydrogen bonds. S1 dissolves into liquid and diffuses along the liquid surface because the spreading velocity at this moment is one order of magnitude slower than that before τ=0.08 (Figure 3b ) and the self-diffusion coefficient of the surface liquid is higher than that of the bulk liquid ( Figure 6 ). 26 So, we can find 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 14 the difference in dissolution of S1 and S5, which is raised from the coupling of dissolution and spreading. When τ=1.28, the water cages of S2 and S3 keep in touch during the simulations. The hydration shells, i.e. flexible water cages composed of about 20 water molecules, play important roles in dissolutive wettings. Particles are pulled by their hydration shell into the water. Then, particle and its hydration shell form a dynamic cluster to interact with other clusters. Flow field. When a droplet is deposited on the dissolvable solid, the solid particles began to dissolve into the droplet (Figure 6 ). The mobility of the water molecules is highest at the droplet surface and lowest at the solid-liquid interface. 26 Therefore, the dissolving speed of the solid particles is fastest at the triple-phase line and is slowest where solid is immersed in the liquid. 42 Under the concentration gradient, the dissolved particles diffused along the droplet surface 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 15 towards lower concentration. At the meantime, the water molecules are driven by the surface tension to flow towards the solid and advance along the solid surface to decrease the contact angle. 
Network of hydrogen bonds (HBs).
HBs makes liquid water exceptional. Geometric criterion were used to judge whether hydrogen bond formed. 43 We specified a hydrogen bond between a water molecule and other molecule if the O-P distance was less than 3.5 Å, the angle O-H⋯P was greater than 120°, and the H⋯P distance was less than 2.5 Å, where O and H are oxygen and hydrogen atoms in one water molecule. P could be an oxygen atom in another water molecule or a dissolved solid particle. In non-dissolutive wetting, the average number of HB (N HB ) of a water molecule remains about 3.6 (black lines in Figure 8 ), which is in good agreement with the literature. 44 In dissolutive wettings, the average number N HB between water molecules decreases with the decrease of ε . When ε is large, N HB between water molecules decreases to about 2.5 (Figure 8b ), while there are HBs between the dissolved particles and the water molecules ( Figure   8c ). Hence, the total N HB is about 2.9 for solid with low dissolubility. When ε is small, N HB Page 17 of 22 Langmuir   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 18 between water molecules greatly decreases, while N HB between water molecule and dissolved particles also decreases. Therefore, the total N HB significantly decreases for solid with high dissolubility.
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